264 Journey to **Median Earth** and Release of the Caduceus Victory Spark
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a place called **Median Earth**, which is the 1/3 of the grids that
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bit later-because **Median Earth**, Netted Earth and Caduceus Earth, all of those three
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at what tilt **Median Earth** is. Where in the same place at a bit
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with something called **Median Earth**, which is a part of Earth that is here,
a reality field **Median Earth** has 1/3 of the quantum. They always said
Earth is called **Median Earth. Median Earth** is going to lose half of itself,
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in Netted Earth, **Median Earth** will anchor it. At least half of the 1
Earth quantum that **Median Earth** has-half of that, which is 1 /6th,
us out to Median Earth, because Median Earth will have at least half of Median Earth, because Median Earth will have at least half of its grid quantum

connect directly to Median Earth, to the 1/3rd grids that were not compromised thing connected with Median Earth and also the 1/6th of Net Earth. When over there with Median Earth that we don't see. We have 1/6th that interface with the Median Earth, the third that is still Krystic, so they're important.

that interface to Median Earth are, the ones that would be the natural positions shown yet that's Median Earth. They can't touch Median Earth yet. What they're pulling They can't touch Median Earth yet. What they're pulling is that 1/3rd of in line with Median Earth, so they're planning to shift the mantle to bring line-up of Median Earth is. That would mean the Slide Zones close. So, to start pulling Median Earth in. Next one please. This is showing where the showing where the Median Earth ones would be. They'll pull them over into the between them because Median Earth would start here. Once they get Netted Earth up Hole, it'll pull Median Earth, 1/6th of Median Earth-well, a sixth quantum 1/6th of Median Earth-well, a sixth quantum which would be half of be half of Median Earth quantum-into alignment and what they're splitting are the and Chambers of Median Earth to pull them back and hold them. This ought are aligned with Median Earth. So we have our Rod and our KaLE Chambers are aligned with Median Earth. So there's 1/6th of the harnessed part of combined with the Median Earth 1/3 quantum, and if we can amplify that equal quantum of Median Earth frequency, so part of that would fall in also.

the gates to Median Earth completely. You know, the Fontanels. So, it's big what
link between AshaLA, **Median Earth** and Net Earth now. This will do several things.

6th of the **Median Earth**, 1/6th of the NET Earth. All right, that 6th of the **Median Earth** is gonna fall in order to let a part

May 27th, 2008. **Median Earth**, the 1/3rd quantum Median Earth and the 1/3rd quantum **Median Earth** and the 1/6th NET Earth being much slower cycle, in 2027, **Median Earth** and NET Earth were to engage their Stage 1 NET Earth and **Median Earth** "to make it to 2027, when M31 Sha-

NET Earth and **Median Earth** would be where they needed to be so they

Far and NET **Median Earth"s** entry into Stage 2, we can activate the Star

a team on **Median Earth** that are doing their own stuff there, because that NET Earth to **Median Earth** to AshaLA, to get to Sha-La, to get

1/6th of **Median Earth**, all of Ash aLA and Sha-La of AquA"elle 6th quantum of **Median Earth**, (that) NET Earth will pull into fall if rising part of **Median Earth** either way. So what is in the balance are 6th of the **Median Earth** grids and the Netted Earth grids here as to

Earth into the **Median Earth** grids. What I didn"t know was part of this that is the **Median Earth** Rod, the 1/3rd that is still Kristiac and

what is called **Median Earth**, which we"ll get into a bit more about where more about where **Median Earth** is. And Median Earth connects to AshaLA, and AshaLA Earth is. And **Median Earth** connects to AshaLA, and AshaLA connects to Sha-La

and what"s called **Median Earth**. And that is the first time. That means the
of Earth and **Median Earth** which is the portion, there was 1/3 of and that's called **Median Earth**. And you have to pass through Median Earth to to pass through **Median Earth** to get to AshaLA to get to Sha-La of consciousness from **Median Earth**. They're called the Salvage Team and they're, I think to slide to **Median Earth**. And that would be the first place we would to slide to **Median Earth**, the next place would be to AshaLA and the

Aquafereion Shield but **Median Earth** and AshaLA and Sha-La, so there's a progression we are and **Median Earth**, which was the portion of Earth that stayed with NET Earth and **Median Earth**. So, this is a big one. And there's going and have the **Median Earth** level at least open in order to, when the NET Earth to **Median Earth** level. And then after that we will open to

Then there's the **Median Earth** rod and they're at different angles to each other still aligned with **Median Earth**, it creates what are called sink holes and it's

that is on **Median Earth**, and that is the beginning. And I'm going to another place called **Median Earth** that is right here in the same place, but of particle spin. **Median Earth** is the 1/3rd of the Amenti quantum between here and **Median Earth**, because Median Earth is where we all need to Median Earth, because **Median Earth** is where we all need to Slide to first live journey to **Median Earth** to do that And I have not been there that is called **Median Earth**, into what is called Phantom Earth. This goes into it is called **Median Earth**, and it is still in the control of the it was just **Median Earth** and then the NET Earth, our Netted Earth. But 1f3rd went to **Median Earth** and 1J3rd went to Blended Earth. And it is
want to roll **Median Earth** in. So, they are trying to use that And

**Earth and Krystic MEDIAN EARTH** to open for partial NET Earth HOST. So, part

that leads to **Median Earth**, the Krystic part of Earth. They could not open

Chamber open to **Median Earth**, we will then just transmit to the others who

that connection into **Median Earth**, which is the one that has stayed Krystic, the

here and only **Median Earth** would be able to go. And nothing from here

we"re going to **Median Earth**. How is it we get there?" I gotta get

the part of **Median Earth** that is at an angle that is closer to

the chambers from **Median Earth** to where we are in NET Earth, then from

Earth, then from **Median Earth** up to AshaLA, the host star in the Milky

into 1/3 **Median Earth** that"s still holding the Krystic spin and alignment of

still aligned with **Median Earth**. So if those gates are open, if the Bardoah

we connect with **Median Earth** to start the chain of slide. This is just

the rest of **Median Earth**, and if they get Median Earth they might be

if they get **Median Earth** they might be able to get AshaLA. And if

between Earth and **Median Earth**, and if they don"t, nothing will get out of

natural alignment that **Median Earth** has. It is still the Krystic alignment It"s like

that go with **Median Earth**, the Krystic one-Median Earth is actually holding us

the Krystic one-**Median Earth** is actually holding us together right now so we

together-one from **Median Earth**, one from NET Earth-if you split the NET
That's aligned with **Median Earth** in the Krystic alignment. And you have the Caduceus will open the **Median Earth** gates, and that's what we're going to do tonight structure of the **Median Earth** one that connects with, and will hold this one.

NET Earth into **Median Earth**, where actually portions of the land mass here will water areas of **Median Earth**. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi

open to the **Median Earth** level, the Krystic level, so finally we can begin journey to, called **Median Earth**, because it's close. It's not like 2.2 million light we open the **Median Earth** Bhardoah Chamber because that's the last phase of what we

ascension into the **Median Earth** Zone later, alright And they said the rest of

push open the **Median Earth** to NET Earth Bhardoah Chamber. Then, this is where just opened to **Median Earth**, and we're going to go backward which ... We point .. if **Median Earth** way in the past before the splitting of the the past of **Median Earth**, we're going to transmit the Shield of AdorA, or

Journey to **Median Earth** and Release of the Caduceus Victory Spark [Track time period of **Median Earth** now, right, because it is there now as well.

to open the **Median Earth** to our NET Earth Bhardoah Chamber in the Planetary to open the **Median Earth** Bhardoah Chambers between here and the Median Earth. So here and the **Median Earth**. So OK in a second ... just breathe gently

the Journey to **Median Earth**, but Median Earth of the past where we can Median Earth, but **Median Earth** of the past where we can pick up the go back to **Median Earth** .. OK, they're saying we're getting close to landing.

distant past of **Median Earth**. Are these incarnates of us at all? Not this like Guardians of **Median Earth** in that space-time. They'll get into that eventually,
period of ancient Median Earth, we're going to have—with our little piece of
NET Earth (*Median Earth*, AshaLA, Shala and Urtha) and the importance of the thus slide to *Median Earth*. To do so, these parts will need continual assistance in communication with *Median Earth*. All this and more was followed by a wonderful
of sliding to **Median Earth**. After a restful day of Guardian-Time Fun-Time
Compound Elements on Median Earth. We're going to be able to bring a huge connection to Median Earth. We started opening this connection with optical-pineal induction living elements on Median Earth. After this wonderful lecture, A'z took us through new and growing Median Earth connections, the Copyright A'shayana & A'hzayana Deane, 2008. All

Grail Window in Median Earth and to clear the D2 level of the Caduceus.

journeyed to the Median Earth Keivas, large hydrolase pools that we can visit regularly

Activation of the Median Earth - Ascension Earth Grail Window (on beach) Sliders-

the Keivas (Median Earth hydrolase pools) Other Techniques and Practicum in the 71-
Column and into **Median-Earth** Core. Return to normal breathing. You have completed Optical-
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and down into **Median-Earth** Core. Return to normal breathing, and feel your body
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Column and into **Median-Earth** Core. 6. Return to normal breathing for a few 

vertically upward from **Median-earth** Core, traveling into your AzurA "Water Seed". The
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Aug. 8-10,2008 **Median-Earth** D-3 TE"a-Wha Window Activated Alon-7 Colorado-

19-22, 2008 **Median-Earth** Grail Window Activation- Kaylon-7- "Dawn of the

12-22, 2008 **Median-Earth** Grail Door Opens- Shala-13 "Night of the
Slide city of Median Earth called Ah-VE"yas. In ancient times it was up-step to Median Earth. So the Watchtower is the main Gate that links links directly into Median Earth. Surrounding the Watchtower is what is called the Sentinels. make up the Median Earth safe-zone Cathedral Complex Ah-VE"-yas Shield, which

Our friends from Median Earth also joined us for the journey. Once we made (the first Median Earth Eternal Atom within the Kara-nA"dis Seal) to open. leave them at Median Earth when we came on planet. The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Disc, down to Median Earth Watchtower then into Net Earths Ah-VE"-yas Shield Shield and onto Median Earths Ah-VE"-yas Shield anchoring point; the Ah-VE"-

between Net Earth, Median Earth and on to AshaLA. Opening the Transcendental Umshaddhi who reside on Median Earth and the ZionA which appeared as Indigo-Violet orbs,

that exist on Median Earth (living Elements like Hydrogen, Oxygen, etc.), and we live comfortably in Median Earth, and 75% is required for Slide-2 translocation to 2 translocation to Median Earth. Ash talked about the factors involved for computing our

and go to Median Earth, these grids are under our entrustment, as we serve land mass of Median Earth. This includes plants, animals and some of the houses. States and into Median Earth level. The land matter with a certain amount of
Orb Beings from Median Earth, to bring them onto the beach, in what looked
THE WIND BENEATH YOUR WINGS - ENGAGING THE SPIRIT
FOR SLIDE, INTRODUCTORY

ATOMIC-ETHERIC, RASHA & SPIRIT BODY TRAINING

PAGES: 3, 4, 19, 20

1. **Median Earth** Eternal Atom, within the Karanadi Seal of the personal Slide City. Through Bilocate Projection to the Median-Ascension Earth Ah- to access the **Median-Earth** Ascension Path (+50 to +75 Sha-LAea Quotient). The potentialities of **Median-Earth** Slide-Ascension (Siide-2 Translocation). Participants with greater

2. through engaging the **Median-Earth** Karanadis. DAY-4- at Volcano Craters rim 2. Opening through which the **Median-Earth** Grail Door opens and the "Planetary Watchtower", ( 

3. Span Ascend to **Median-Earth** or Bhardoah out to AshaiA-3 Aquafereion Ascension with Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Aquafereion Ascension with Aquafereion Host Holders of Median-Earth's Host Holders of **Median-Earth**s Aquafereion Host Shield, will Span Median-Earth"s Aquafereion Shield Shield, will Span **Median-Earth**s Aquafereion Shield to AshaiA-3 Ascension post 2230AD. 80+/ Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Aquafereion Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to Aquafereion Shield to **Median-Earth** Ascension in 2230AD. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

4. Span Ascend to **Median-Earth** with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to AshaiA-3 Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Aquafereion Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to Aquafereion Shield to **Median-Earth** Ascension between present & 2230AD. 75-+125- Biote-G 2 Ascend to **Median-Earth** with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to Median-Earth Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Ghafar Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to Dragon-Procyak Fall **Median-Earth** Ascension Path (+50 to +75 Sha-LA-
/ndigo-2 **Median-Earth** Slide-2 Ascen. with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out

Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Ghafar Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to

Indigo-2 **Median-Earth** Slide-2 Ascen. with Aquafereion Host. or Bhardoah out

---
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Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Ghafar Ascension with Aquafereion Host Without Host, Bio-Death

---
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_Aquareion" -151 Median Earth_ Atom, through merger of the Ra-sha-Pa-Ta-
and AquafarE from Median Earth), Awakening the Homing the Seed, the "Floating Buddhas"
Slide to Ascension Median Earth. (Excellent details on the anatomy of both Eternal
fell from Tara. Median Earth (Ascension Earth) and Phantom Earth (already in

how NET Earth, Median Earth, Ashala-3 (our original Milky Way Universal SG
plans to pull Median Earth (along with the entire NET and Cad Earth)
massive texts on Median Earth, apparently the Guardians will be giving us excerpts from

we get to Median Earth! Wait until you hear about how TALL some of
Breathing Tube, activates **Median Earth** "Rod of Palaidia" into Net-Earth Fontanels, to

Net-Earth and **Median-Earth** Bhardoah Chambers and close Caduceus-Earth Bhardoah Chamber connection

Rod & the **Median-Earth** Rod of Palaidia & Shield of Salomon/AdorA, bringing

Earth-Rod & **Median-Earth** "Rod-of-Palaidia" entering synchronized reciprocal counter-spin

Earth-Rod & **Median-Earth** "Rod-of-Palaidia" will remain in synchronized reciprocal counter-

Zones" link to **Median-Earth** and the "Load-Out Evac" Last Galactic Hosted

FL, at the **Median-Earth** Watchtower Kara-nA"-dis Seal interface site, in preparation

controlling the Watchtower/**Median-Earth** Kara-nA"-dis Point Anchor-Shield, since the

Watchtower: The Watchtower/**Median-Earth** Kara-nA"-dis Point Anchor-Shield is the point

interfaces with the **Median-Earth** AND Net-Earth Aah-JhA Hydro-acoustic Body; it

just fine on **Median-Earth**, but in 9562BC the Green Dragons blocked/harnessed the

Slide-City" of **Median-Earth** from entering Net-Earth"s Watchtower Anchor-Shield, but they

code overlays). The **Median-Earth** KaranA"dis Point Watchtower "speaks to and directs" the

Field. When the **Median-Earth** Watchtower Anchor-Shield becomes codeconvoluted, it directs the Net-

bonding. The Watchtower/**Median-Earth** Kara-nA"-dis Point Anchor-Shield (FL) is

crust-level activates, **Median-Earth** Grail Door opens, Shalon-7-Sentinel-1, Kitts-Sentinel-

Earth-Rod & **Median-Earth** "Rod-of-Palaidia" to remain in synchronized reciprocal
Way Galaxy) - **Median-Earth** & Ashala-3, (AquAelle M31-Adjugate-Spirit Eiradonis
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(Children of **Median-Earth** Aquai-A"* & Urtha-Aquafereion), Aquatic-Aquai-Human "

2 Translocation to **Median-Earth**. AquafarE" - Helpers & Playmates (Hybrid Children of

planetary guardians on **Median Earth** (& elsewhere). Many Aquari-Human forms, Bipedal 3-

8"

8" tall on **Median Earth**, but appear 3-12 inches tall when visiting Net-

when physically visiting **Median Earth**; same size range as the AquafarE"; the tallest Treefolk

tallest Treefolk on **Median-Earth** are an average 12 to 48 times taller than

216 feet tall **Median-Earth** * Aquai-A" Elders, Aquai from AshaiA that were

were seeded on **Median Earth** to serve as Kryst-Council Elders. Tallest Tree-folk

Children of the **Median-Earth** AquafarE") Seeded on Net-Earth by the AquafarE" to

microscopic when visiting **Median-Earth**. Many occupational specializations (some lines have

fallen to
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Span Ascend to **Median-Earth** or Bhardoah out to AshaiA-3 Aquafereion Ascension w/fth

Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** AquafarE" Ascension w/fh Aquafereion Host Holders of

**Median-Earth"s

Host Holders of **Median-Earth"s** Aquafereion Host Shield, will Span **Median-Earth"s**

Aquafereion Shield

Shield, will Span **Median-Earth"s** Aquafereion Shield to AshaiA-3 Ascension post 2230AD. 80+/

Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** AquafarE Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to

Aquafereion Shield to **Median-Earth** Ascension in 2230AD. Presented by Adashi MCEO LLC in
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Span Ascend to **Median-Earth** with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to AshaiA-3

Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** AquafarE Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out

Aquafereion Shield to **Median-Earth** Ascension between present & 2230AD. 75+/25- Biote-

G1

2 Ascend to **Median-Earth** with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to Median-Earth

Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Ghafar Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to

Dragon-Procyak Fall **Median-Earth** Ascension Path (+50 to + 75 Sha-LA-

to Indigo-2 **Median-Earth** S/ide-2 Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah

Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Ghafar Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to

to Indigo-2 **Median-Earth** Slide-2 Ascension with Aquafereion Host. or Bhardoah out
Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Ghafar Ascension wffh Aquafereion Host Without Host, Bio-Death
Breathing Tube, act. Median-Earth's "Rod of Palaidia" into Net-Earth fontanels to rapid cataclysm, opens Median-Earth Ascension/Bhardoah Chamber & initiates close of Caduceus-Earth of Net-Earth/Median/Earth Ascension/Bhardoah Chambers, closing of Caduceus-Earth Bhardoah Chamber Earth Rod & Median-Earth Rod of Palaidia, bringing the Rods into "reciprocal 113 Activation & Median Earth Grail Door opens: ORB-Fest 1 & 2. During 113 activation, & Median Earth Grail Door opens. *115-712008 GA Upstep-7A Upstep-78 to Median-Earth ZionA & AquafarE" Adashi Councils. Y1 0 Jan-Dec Milky Way Galaxy)- Median-Earth & Ashala-3, (AquAelle M31- Adjugate-Spirit Eiradonis (Children of Median-Earth Aquai-A"* & Urtha-Aquafereion), Aquatic-Aquai-Human " 2 Translocation to Median-Earth. AquafarE"- Helpers & Playmates (Hybrid Children of Urtha planetary guardians on Median Earth (& elsewhere). Many Aquari-Human forms, Bipedal 3-8" 8" tall on Median Earth, but appear 3-12 inches tall when visiting Net- when physically visiting Median Earth; same size range as the AquafarE"; the tallest Treefolk tallest Treefolk on Median-Earth are an average 12 to 48 times taller than 216 feet tall Median-Earth * Aquai-A" Elders, Aquai from AshaiA that were were seeded on Median Earth to serve as Kryst-Council Elders. Tallest Tree-folk Children of the Median-Earth AquafarE") Seeded on Net-Earth by the AquafarE" to microscopic when visiting Median-Earth. Many occupational specializations (some lines have
fallen to
and NET Earth, **Median Earth** and AshaLA will be able to shift to the
but go to **Median Earth** ... to 82% S haLAa, enabling us to biologically

of things like **Median Earth** is starting to open into our NET Earth, and

**Median Earth**, the Ascension Earth, and part of it is called

Alignment, NET Earth, **Median Earth** and Ash aLA will be held stable in the
(Children of Median-Earth Aquai-A"* & Urtha-Aquafereion), Aquatic-Aquai-Human "
2 Translocation to Median-Earth. AquafarE"- Helpers & Playmates (Hybrid Children of Urtha planetary guardians on Median Earth (&elsewhere). Many Aquari-Human forms, Bipedal 3-8"
8" tall on Median Earth, but appear 3-12 inches tall when visiting Net-
when physically visiting Median Earth; same size range as the AquafarE"; the tallest Treefolk tallest Treefolk onMedian-Earth are an average 12 to 48 times taller than
216 feet tall Median-Earth* Aquai-A" Elders, Aquai from Ash alA that were
were seeded on Median Earth to serve as Kryst-Council Elders. Tallest Tree-folk
Children of the Median-Earth AquafarE") Seeded on NetEarth by the AquafarE" to engage microscopic when visiting Median-Earth. Many occupational specializations (some lines have fallen to
Higher Earth & Median Earth), they align with different corresponding Black Hole Systems, which
Ascension Earth or Median Earth. It's a third of the original Amenti quantum that

was held in Median Earth under protection where it couldn't roll. And then we
been aiming for Median Earth first and then we will do AshaiA and then
step in-between Median Earth and where we are and that's referred to as
larger quantum of Median Earth. So we're going to be learning a little bit
we've gone to Median Earth and AshaiA and now we're coming down to the

be connected to Median Earth, which will be connected to AshaiA, which will be
from here to Median Earth. So we're going to learn a bit about that.

Earth and then Median Earth. So, literally, where most people's, their Encryption Lattices are

connected on the Median Earth level and I have a feeling on the Higher
Siesta Key of Median Earth when we go to the Blue Krystal Journey. The

about, and of Median Earth. So it actually creates another set of geomagnetic fields
be like having Median Earth be what the Planetary Field that is organizing your

Higher Earth and Median Earth, and get them de-calibrated from the geomagnetic fields

higher spaces like Median Earth that we've talked about, and those kind of things.
They're between where we are in Lower Net Earth and Median Earth. So there's this set of planes, 3-dimensional planes we are and Median Earth. And then Median Earth's a step in between here and AshaLA. And you are connected into Median Earth directly, because Median Earth is actually in the same Earth directly, because Median Earth is actually in the same axis as we are. Earth and into Median Earth. There's also another set that we'll look at in connect into like Median Earth and Urtha and those kind of things. So, you Ire and like Median Earth time. And that has larger, more expansive Time Cycles. and also from Median Earth beyond that So it's actually frequency that runs this place than where Median Earth is. Median Earth is actually running the same tilt Median Earth is. Median Earth is actually running the same tilt as this Earth, Body structure So Median Earth ... this is actually ... the Higher Earth is in between the Median Earth and this Earth. And it's actually keeping Median Earth it's actually keeping Median Earth safe from being dragged into the NET, actually. So Earth, and also Median Earth and going up to Urtha. Sol This is going separating us from Median Earth and the things that are higher than that. This Higher Earth and Median Earth and AshaLA and the rest. So what we're looking
"where is Median Earth; where are the alignments for Higher Earth?" So we

Chambers of the Median Earth and Higher Earth fall into it So we"ll know
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so some pictures of Median Earth and things like that, but maybe we can get
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show us where Median Earth interfaces, where Urtha interfaces those kinds of things, then
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to go to Median Earth and also the Higher Earth planes, so that"s what
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first and then Median Earth; they"ll probably blend it. They haven"t said which but
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would be the Median Earth and that kind of stuff So it will also,
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Higher Earth and Median Earth I wouldn"t doubt as far as the coding goes.
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the Arc from Median Earth and Higher Earth and run like a stream of
0 6 Median Earth Chamber Temples A6r7t"iNe ___ Circle 1.4
7° Median Earth Planetary Rea View ron 1ew 3 4 Stargates "
& Interface with Median Earth True West Rod Right Cad ETop 90" E 145.5"
& Interface with Median Earth True East Rod Left CadW R Gr Cad W
Alignment" NET-Earth, **Median Earth**, and AshaiA will be held stable in the MG-alignement NET-Earth, **Median Earth**, and AshaiA will hold in this alignment till2230 NJ

TNS Higher and **Median Earth** Top Top set-Higher and Median Earth-Amenti Transharmonic set-Higher and **Median Earth**-Amenti Transharmonic snap speed: 3644 TNS ·March 15-
Alignment," NET-Earth, **Median Earth**, and AshaiA will be held stable in the MG-
alignment. NET-Earth, **Median Earth**, and AshaiA will hold in this alignment till 2230

---

& Interface with **Median Earth** True West Rod Right Cad ETop 90" E 145.5"

---

& Interface with **Median Earth** True East Rod Left CadW R West Rod Magnetic

---

TNS Higher and **Median Earth** Top Bottom Six planes of magnetic bottom EirA Spiral

---

TNS Higher and **Median Earth** Top Bottom Six planes of magnetic bottom EirA Spiral

---

TNS Higher and **Median Earth** Top Top set-Higher and Median Earth-Amenti Transharmonic

---

set-Higher and **Median Earth**-Amenti Transharmonic snap speed: 3644 TNS •March 15-

---

0 6 **Median Earth** Chamber Temples MCEO SL3 KITTS Nov 2008 ~ e

---

1: ; **Median Earth** Planetary ron 1ew 3 4 Stargates "Upside Down"

---

TNS Higher and **Median Earth** Top Top set-Higher and Median Earth-Amenti Transharmonic

---

set-Higher and **Median Earth**-Amenti Transharmonic snap speed: 3644 TNS •March 15-
including Higher Earth, **Median Earth**, AshaLA, Sha-La and Urtha in M31. From now
Upstep-7B to Median Earth ZionA & AquafarE' Adashi Councils, 1/1-3/2009

Eiradhani Breathing Tube. Median Earth’s —Rod of Paladia‖ merges into NET-Earth

rapid cataclysm, opens Median Earth Ascension/Bhardoah Chamber & initiates close of Caduceus-Earth

Close, opening of Median Earth Ascension/Bhardoah Chamber and close of Caduceus-Earth Bhardoah

of NET-Earth/Median/ Earth Ascension/Bhardoah Chambers, closing of Caduceus-Earth Bhardoah Chamber

Journey: Journey to Median Earth-Past & Release of the Caduceus Victory Spark. (Earth Rod & Median Earth Rod of Paladia, bringing the Rods into —reciprocal

(NET-Earth, Median Earth, AshalA, Shala and M31-Urtha), the importance of the

Earth/here and Median Earth). This workshop also explores the Caduceus Network (a

the Keivas (Median Earth hydrolase pools); G. Psonns of the Sacred Wave: Calling

3 Activation & Median Earth Grail Door opens; ORB-fest 1 & 2; Gathering

3 activation, & Median Earth Grail Door opens. This Sliders-3 workshop introduces the

were left on Median Earth as we Incarnated onto NET-Earth; the Density-1

Aquareion-(the 1st Median- Earth Eternal Atom, within the Karanadial Seal of the personal

is called the Median Earth Safe Zone Cathedral Complex Ah-VE’-yas-Shield); also

Orb Beings‖ from Median Earth (who joined in —Orb-fest 1 &

through engaging the Median Earth Karanadis; 2.Opening the Personal Rasha Window-
Preparing the Krystic Being from Median Earth who will stay with you if you request, to Upstep-7B to Median Earth ZionA & AquafarE' Adashi Councils. (Note: Previous * Light Transmissions (Median Earth Aquai’ Solar Luna nano-speed pulse Transmissions which will of NET-Earth, Median Earth, AshalA, Shala and Urtha, the second expansion of the

rapport with the Median Earth grids. B. Clearing the Va-Ba-TE False Homing Pine Island, FL) Median Earth Ah-VE'-yas Shield; 1st private use of the the NET-Earth/Median Earth Watchtower Ah-VE'-yas Shield (Pine Island, FL)

Ta'-A (Median Earth) and the Lone Harmonic Pass Key; 2. Seeding the Crystal (of Median Earth) and meeting the Blue Water AquafarE', (main Elemental Guard open into Watchtower Median Earth Ah-VE'-yas Shield, Shield of Solomon & NET-

open into Watchtower Median Earth Ah-VE'-yas Shield, Shield of Solomon & NET-

(salvaged regions)–Median Earth–AshalA link (via Shala-3 AQUA’elle Eiradonis) Shield NET-Earth–Median Earth–AshalA–Shala Bi-location Cycle, Phase-2 Ma-Sha Shield NET-Earth–Median Earth–AshalA–Shala Translocation Cycle. Stage-3 HaRA-Krysta 2052–Shield NET-Earth–Median Earth–AshalA–Shala Transmigration Cycle, and EtorA Universal System M31/

Upstep-7B to Median Earth ZionA & AquafarE' Adashi Councils; MUG-37; St.Kitts/

(Children of Median-Earth Aquai-A* & Urtha-Aquafereion), Aquatic-Aquai-Human — 2 Translocation to Median-Earth. indigo-violet KA’-Vo Median Ascension Earth Ah-VE- planetary guardians on Median Earth (& elsewhere). Many Aquari-Human forms, Bipedal 3-8’ 8’ tall on Median Earth, but appear 3-12 inches tall when visiting Net-
when physically visiting **Median Earth**; same size range as the AquafarE'; the tallest Tree-folk on **Median Earth** are an average 12 to 48 times taller than 216 feet tall **Median Earth** * Aquai-A' Elders, Aquai from AshalA that were were seeded on **Median Earth** to serve as Kryst-Council Elders. Tallest Tree-folk Children of the **Median Earth** AquafarE') Seeded on Net-Earth by the AquafarE' to microscopic when visiting **Median Earth**. Many occupational specializations (some lines have fallen to
Span Ascend to **Median-Earth** or Bhardoah out to AshaiA-3 Aquafereion Ascension with Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Aqua farE" Ascension with Aquafereion Host Holders of Median-Host Holders of **Median-Earth"s** Aquafereion Host Shield, will Span **Median-Earth"s** Aquafereion Shield to AshaiA-3 Ascension post 2230AD. 80+/ Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Aqua farE" Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out Aquafereion Shield to **Median-Earth** Ascension in 2230AD. Page 11 of 36 The MCEO Freedom

Span Ascend to **Median-Earth** with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to AshaiA-3 Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** AquafarE" Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to Aquafereion Shield to **Median-Earth** Ascension between present & 2230AD. 75-+125- Biote-G 2 Ascend to **Median-Earth** with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to Median-Earth Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Ghafar Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to Dragon-Procjak Fall **Median-Earth** Ascension Path (+50 to +75 ShaLAah Quotient) to Indigo-2 **Median-Earth** Slide-2 Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out Bhardoah out to **Median-Earth** Ghafar Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out to to Indigo-2 **Median-Earth** Slide-2 Ascension with Aquafereion Host or Bhardoah out

N 0 6 **Median Earth** Chamber Temples ArtiC __ Circle 23.439"N rrop~; 1: 6 7 **Median Earth** Planetary . 3 4 Stargates "Upside Down" K-

Ash aLA & **Median Earth** via Aurora Continuum Dimensional (D) Krystar Crystal Capsules:
you get to **Median Earth**, one way or the other. These are your Slide
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:go V12 Median Earth ";::: -~ ~ ~ ~ § ..___`

Sanctum Island DN2 Median Earth Subterranean RhAyas Island A DNS ::;antworty 1s1ana D-

d-planes Host Median Earth DN2 D-panes V13 "l"."if"Se
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Andromeda Aquinos DN2 Median Earth Milky Way Island Aqui-A"jha Shield While Blue Suns
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Janu Host **Median Earth** DN2 0-planes V13 ~ Hos1Urtlla RhAyas DN5
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fields between Earth/**Median Earth**-Aquinas/Milky-Way and Urtha-M-31), has entered
Time Tunnels) between **Median Earth** and Net Earth. Opening of the AI-Hum-Bhra

Encapsulation around both **Median Earth** and Net Earth. The Planetary Flame of ARhAyas Field

Templar’s of both **Median Earth** (6520AD) and our PCM Net Earth (12/

base fields of **Median Earth** and Net Earth can be Tan- Tri-Ajaha Blended

Earth directly to **Median Earth** (6520AD), M31-Andromeda-Aquinos Urtha, the Aquari Matrix

The cores of **Median Earth** (6520AD) and Net Earth (current time) were

and began polarized **Median Earth**/Net Earth circulation (via the Eye of AI-

A"jha Blend. (**Median Earth**, Net Earth & the temporary ALHum-Bhra Earth D-

the cores of **Median Earth**, Net Earth and D-Planes AI-Hum-Bhra Earth

Bhra Passages between **Median Earth** (6520AD) and Net Earth (12/21/2012),
Net Earth & Median Earth Allowing 1st visitation Of the Tan -Tri -
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11 2/3 Median Earth. , Planetary "Golden Handcuffs" Metatronic Harness phase-
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Passages Sanctum Island Median Earth to M31- Aquinos Urtha Once the Cosminyah Core Bud

Net Earth to Median Earth AL-5 6520AD fcrntc..- AL-1 ~-.t...!..l
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Net Earth & Median Earth Halls of ARhAyas merge & open 12/23/2012

12/23/2012 Median Earth & (Solar) actual North• i 5 Median

· i 5 Median Earth Bottom --1--. Merkaba field magnetic NET Earth Botom

reversed electrical Amenti Median Earth Net Earth false South pole -actual north The

rkaba Vortices of Median Earth & Net Earth will merge 12/23-26/2012
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12/23/2012 Median Earth Net Earth
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THREE: Net Earth, Median Earth, AL-Hum-Bhra Earth and the "Eye of

into merger with Median Earth"s bottom Merkaba vortex, opening the "Eye of AL-

between NET & Median Earth on 12/23-24/2012. As this occurs, a

the Net & Median Earth fields.
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Earth & Amenti Median Earth) Net bottom vortex 180° "upside down• 5 The

south pole" & Median Earth"s organic bottom Merkaba Vortex merge to the Sun-8

NET & and Median Earth partially transfigure, forming the 15-dimensional strupture of
Median Earth's 2/23-24/2012 vortex 180° "upside down

of Net & Median Earth braid together forming the "14 Bridges" plasma flows

of Net & Median Earth to engage "Flash-Point", merge, blend and expand
Time Tunnels) between Median Earth and Net Earth. Opening of the Al-Hum-Bhra Passages
Encapsulation around both Median Earth and Net Earth. The Planetary Flame of ARhAyas Field
Templar’s of both Median Earth (6520AD) and our PCM Net Earth (12/21/2012), M31-Andromeda-Aquinos Urtha, the Aquari Matrix

The cores of Median Earth (6520AD) and Net Earth (current time) were
and began polarized Median Earth/Net Earth circulation (via the Eye of Al-
ha Blend. (Median Earth, Net-Earth & the temporary AL-Hum-Bhra Earth

the cores of Median Earth, Net Earth and D-Planes Al-Hum-Bhra Earth

Bhra Passages between Median Earth (6520AD) and Net Earth (12/21/2012),
Net Earth and **Median Earth** allowing the 8 first visitation of the From USG-Bhra Cathedrals Network **Median Earth** 6520AD & Net Earth 12/21/2012 for

---

11 2/3 **Median Earth** The Metatronic Seed Atom holds the Planetary "Golden

---

Passages Sanctum Island **Median Earth** to M31-Aquinos Urtha AL-4 Bali Once the

---

Net Earth to **Median Earth** 6520AD AL-5 Egypt Complex Atlantis Complex RhAyas Island

---

Net Earth & **Median Earth** Halls of ARhAyas merge & open 12/23/2012
tac... Transmittb. Receivers **Median Earth** & (Solar) actual North ? I I Halls

---

Halls of ARhAyas **Median Earth** & (Sdar) actuaiNorth y Median Earth Bottom Merkaba

---

Sdar) actuaiNorth y **Median Earth** Bottom Merkaba Amenti field Median Earth magnetic Net Earth

---

Merkaba Amenti field **Median Earth** magnetic Net Earth false South NET pole- Earth actual

---

Merkaba Vortices of **Median Earth** & Net Earth will merge 12/23-26/2012

---

**Median Earth** Net Earth AL-Hum-Bhra Talisman Master Gate Code-

---

THREE: Net Earth, **Median Earth**, AL-Hum-Bhra Earth and the "Eye of

---

24/2012 6520AD **Median Earth** 12/23-24/2012 3 ,I I I

---

shift merger with **Median Earth**"s bottom Merkaba vortex, opening the "Eye of AL-

---

between NET and **Median Earth** on 12/23-24/2012. As this occurs, a

---

the NET and **Median Earth** fields. The Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings -The Path

---
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Earth & Amenti Median Earth) 5 Median 2 Earth"s 1 " organic 12/23/
south pole" & Median Earth"s organic bottom Merkaba Vortex merge to the Sun-8
of NET and Median Earth partially transfigure, forming the 15-dimensional structure of Aurora
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to Aurora Earth Median Earth RhAyas Ah-min-yah 7 D-Span & Median
D-Span & Median Earth "7 Bridges" Median Earth"s organic Bottom Vortex Original
"7 Bridges" Median Earth"s organic Bottom Vortex Original Center Point 5 1 2
of Net & Median Earth braid together forming the "14 Bridges" plasma through
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of Net & Median Earth to engage "Flash-Point", merge, blend and expand
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4 Sanctum Island, Median Earth to M31-Aquinos Urtha, Suns 4 & 5 Green
Net Earth to Median Earth 6520AD, Suns 6 & 7 Violet Shield Host Passage
Net Earth & Median Earth Planes of Aurora Ascension Earth - Tuesday 4/9/
from those of Median-Earth, within the Tan-Tri-A"Jha-Blended dimensional plane fields

Net Earth & Median Earth Planes of Aurora Ascension Earth - Tuesday 4/9/
from those of Median-Earth, within the Tan-Tri-A"Jha-Blended dimensional plane fields

Blending ... Median Earth Planetary ----+~ Lotus Generator Complex The Catheion Crucible Net
Earth South Pole Median Earth North Pole Urtha M31 Aquinas I Adromeda Aurora Earth
Earth North Pole Median Earth South Pole Tryptophasic E-LAi-sian Passage Shield of

Net Earth & Median Earth Halls of ARhAyas merge & open 12/23/2012
12/23/2012 Median Earth & (Solar) actual North ~ I I Median
~ I I Median Earth Bottom Merkaba field magnetic NET Earth Botom Merkaba field
Receivers ~ Amenti Median Earth Net Earth false South pole: actual north The
Merkaba Vortices of Median Earth & Net Earth will merge 12/23-26/2012

THREE: Net Earth, Median Earth, AL-Hum-Bhra Earth and the "Eye of
shift merger with Median Earth's bottom Merkaba vortex, opening the "Eye of AL-
between NET and Median Earth on 12/23-24/2012. As this occurs, a
the NET and Median Earth fields. The Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings - The Path

Earth & Amenti Median Earth) Median 2 Earth's " " organic 12/23/2012
south pole" & Median Earth's organic bottom Merkaba Vortex merge to the Sun

of NET and Median Earth partially transfigure, forming the 15-dimensional structure of Aurora
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1-2/2013 Median Earth's 1, 2, 3, organic 12/23/2012 12/23-

of Net & Median Earth to engage "Flash-Point•, merge, blend and expand
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Net Earth to Median Earth 6520AO. Suns 6 & 7 Violet Shield Host Passage
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Urtha M31 Median Earth Planetary Structure of the Personal E-LAi-sian Vagal

Earth South Pole Median Earth North Pole At Chakra-3 "Blood Crystal Sac"
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at Azura & Median Earth Lotus Interface and breast Chakra-4 & Catheion Seals
wave of the Median Earth planes. Chismatic Activation. 12 • Concave & Convex Questions-
7[1 to Median Earth ZionA & AquafarE Adashi Councils; KME-37; St. Kitts/Island & Amenti-Median-Earth 6520AD/Net-Earth 12/21/2012 AD: D-Pianes from AshalA & Median Earth via Aurora Continuum Dimensional ID) Krystar Crystal Caosules: Net Earth & Median Earth Planes of Aurora Ascension Earth -Tuesday 4/9/ from those of Median-Earth, within the Tan-Tn-A"Jha-Biended dimensional plane fields
lower atmosphere) & **Median Earth** Time-Passage-1 to Median Earth Middle-Mantle Subterranean

Passage-1 to **Median Earth** Middle-Mantle Subterranean Biome Crystal Cave Templates. Initiation of
"Voyages" to Median Earth planes 2317AD, eventually to ARI-yah Authentik-Eternal Earth

™ Restoration Center, Median Earth. Activations: Key/onto™ Key Code-13 Day-3/

to Merge with Median Earth DN-1 D-Pianes Keylontic n. Discourses for Daily

will Host into Median Earth D-1 D-Pianes Wheel of Freedom will reverse

I upstep to Median Earth D-Pianes DN-1 Keylontic rM Discourses for Daily

Organic DN-1 Median Earth DN-1 D-Pianes Keylontic TM Discourses for Daily

Median Earth DN-1 D-Pianes MarkhetU"re Plasma Template "Tan-

Median Earth DN-1 Plasma Template "Wheel of Freedom" Showing

sets of the Median Earth DN-1 Plasma Template Keylontic rM Discourses for Dai

Flows 9 \ Median Earth Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Flows DN-1 D-

9 Median Earth DN-1 D-Piane KrystalBridge Tan-Tri Tryptoplasmic Middle

Flows Cath 2 Median Earth Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Flows Keylontic ,,. Discourses
Restoration Center, Median Earth 2317AO) Project Tian-Tri FOUII Point: A~
Interdimensional Communications" on **Median Earth**, which directly ties into our current "Fail
Virtue-15 Code **Median Earth** DN-1 D-Piane KrystaiBridge Tan-Tri Tryptoplasmic Middle (Body) Flows **Median Earth** Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Flows Keylontic™ Discourses for
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Virtue-15 **Median Earth** DN-1 D-Piane KrystaiBridge Tan-Tri Tryptoplasmic Middle (Body) Flows **Median Earth** Tan-Tri Wheel of Freedom Flows Keylontic™ Discourses for
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Wave Field & **Median Earth** planes of the Pan-Clair"-ah DhA"-Yah-
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blend with the **Median Earth** planes of the DN-1 Pan-Ciair"-ah DhA"-
ARPS rotation into **Median Earth**/ Pan-Ciair"-ah DN-1 alignment. Successful HE"-TUe
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dimensional merger with **Median Earth** in the Pan-Clair"-ah DN-1 0
Human form, on **Median Earth** within the Pan-Ciair"-ah DN-1 0 -
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KrystalbridgeWay™ Restoration Center, **Median Earth** 2317 AD). Keylontic™ Discourses for Daily Living- KDDL™ Cou
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Restoration Cent er, **Median Earth** 2317AD platform- emerge to Sun-8 Flash-Point Platform@
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Wave Field & **Median Earth** plan.tsof th~ Pan-Oait"-ah OhA"-Yah-T£
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KrystalBridgeWay Restoration Center, **Median Earth** 2317AD platform- emerge to Sun-8 Flash-Point Platform@
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KrystalbridgeWay™ Restoration Center, **Median Earth** 2317 AD platform. Rapid access via VoyageScape-1 Painting
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KrystalbridgeWay™ Restoration Center, **Median Earth** 2317AD platform. Rapid access via VoyageScape-1 Painting left
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™ Restoration Center, **Median Earth** 2317 AD platform. Rapid access via VoyageScape-1 Painting
resonant alignment with **Median Earth** in the Internal Creation Pan-Clair"ah D-Pianes.

---

Blue) Infusion from **Median Earth** 2317AD Pan-Clair"-ah 0-Pianes) The Pana-KHY

2015- 2317 AD **Median Earth** 2317AD Internal Creation D-Pianes NET Earth 2015+ External

frequency) Infusion from **Median Earth** Pan-Clair"-ah D-Pianes 2317AD "Blue Ice"

---

**im-a"-rha/ Capsule** **Median Earth** 2317AD Hethalon 8/12-24/2015-2617AD Internal Creation

Pianes) Infusion from **Median Earth** 2317AD Pink Fire Infusion Bottom & Moving up KHY-

---

Capsule Autumn 2015- 2976AD **Median Earth** 2317AD Internal Creation D-Pianes NET Earth 2015+ External

---

2976AD - 4158AD **Median Earth** 2317AD Internal Creation D-Pianes NET Earth 2015+ External

---

4158AD - 6520AD **Median Earth** 2317AD Internal Creation D-Pianes NET Earth 2015+ External

---

jha Blend with **Median Earth, Pan-Clair"-ah D-Pianes Internal Creation; KRFSHost blocks**
KrystalBridgeWay Restoration Center, Median Earth 2317 AD (Pan-Claire™-ah D-Panes)
Pan-Ciair"-ah Median Earth Direct Host through Earth"s Core Krystal Caverns Transposition